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PERFORMANCE UPDATE – 12 MONTHS TO JUNE 2017
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to provide an update to the Business Co-ordination Board (“the
Board”) on the Constabulary’s performance against strategic themes identified in the
Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is invited to note the contents of the report.

3.

Background

3.1

This is the first report on the new plan launched for 2017-20 and reflects the new themes
therein: Victims, Offenders, Community and Transformation.

3.2

A performance monitoring dashboard of key indicators to support monitoring of the new
strategic themes has been developed on the Force performance monitoring system (CORA),
accessible by the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner.

3.3

A number of data sets from partner agencies were identified during the drafting of the plan
as providing useful information about performance across the wider community safety and
criminal justice arenas. It is intended that the dashboard will continue to be developed
through the inclusion of this data.

3.4

Some measures were introduced when the plan was launched, therefore comparative data is
limited at this stage.
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3.5

This report should be considered alongside the “Police and Crime Commissioner Performance
Update June 2017” document which includes a copy of the dashboard and a wide range of
other performance data.

4.

National context

4.1

Recorded crime. Cambridgeshire has seen a year on year rise in the number of crimes per
1000 population, rising from 58.6 crimes per 1000 population in the 12 months ending May
2016 to 71.6 crimes in the 12 months ending May 2017. Whilst the latter is higher than both
the Most Similar Group and regional averages, it remains below the national average. The
impact of this increased demand can be seen across the organisation, and is reflected in a
number of key performance indicators detailed below.

4.2

Emergency call volume. The number of 999 calls has increased nationally in the 12 months
ending June 2017 compared to the 12 months ending June 2016, with some forces reporting
June 2017 as being their highest month ever recorded. In Cambridgeshire, the year-on year
increase was 10.0% increase.

4.3

Nationally, non-emergency call volume also increased in the 12 months ending June 2017. In
Cambridgeshire, the year-on-year increase appears to have been lower than that seen
nationally, at 0.4%. Demand builds over the summer months and this early rise could mean
that levels will continue to climb through July and August.

5.

Victims

5.1

Satisfaction with overall service delivery has deteriorated for two consecutive months in May
and June, with comments from dissatisfied victims indicating ongoing challenges around
managing expectations and “follow up” contact.

5.2

The all crime “prosecution possible outcome” rate has further deteriorated1. Only 793
prosecution possible outcomes were recorded in June, with the discrete month rate of 13.3%
significantly lower than both the 12 and 36 month averages.

5.3

Satisfaction with overall service delivery for victims of burglary deteriorated for the second
consecutive month. The previous upward trend in the long term indicator for satisfaction with
follow up was also halted. Comments from victims dissatisfied with one or more aspects of
service delivery cited delays in attendance, lack of follow up contact, and expectations being
poorly managed.

5.4

The long term prosecution possible outcome rate for burglary dwelling continued to
deteriorate with June’s discrete month rate of 7.7% significantly lower than both the 12 and
36 month averages.

1

The rolling 12 month prosecution possible outcome rate fell to 18.2%
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5.5

In respect of Domestic Abuse, June saw a month on month improvement in the long term
indicator for satisfaction with overall service delivery.

5.6

The long term prosecution possible outcome rate for domestic abuse continued to
deteriorate, with June’s discrete month rate of 19.7% significantly lower than both the 12 and
36 month averages. Challenges around suspect management remain evident.

5.7

Serious Sexual Offences crime levels remain high. This continues to put pressure on the rolling
12 month prosecution possible outcome rate which has now dipped to 25%.

6.

Offenders

6.1

The upward trend in the long term indicator for all recorded crime has continued with over
12,000 more crimes recorded in the 12 months ending June 2017 than in the 12 months
ending June 2016. Non-victim based crime accounted for 17.7% of that increase with public
order offences remaining the key driver.

6.2

More recently “Violence with injury” offences have increased 6.7% (from April-June 2016 to
April – June 2017 n. 1244 to 1327), however “Violence without injury” has increased by 38.2%
(an increase of 817 offences) contributing significantly to the overall rise in crime.

6.3

All the other crime types identified within the plan have seen recorded crime higher than last
year apart from Rural Crime and Burglary Dwelling where rates are comparable, and recorded
drugs offences which have decreased. The “perception of drug use” measure is also lower
than last year.

6.4

A significantly higher number of incidents (4072) were graded for immediate response in June,
resulting in a marginal increase in the median time to respond to 16 minutes.

6.5

The use of out of court disposals continues to increase through both conditional cautions and
community resolutions.

7.

Community

7.1

Public feedback about whether the Constabulary was dealing with local concerns exceeded
80% in both December 2016 and February 2017 (January was 78.1%). Data for the last quarter
has seen that decline month on month to 65.2% in June, which is significantly below the 12
month rolling average of 74.8%.

7.2

95.9% of respondents surveyed over the past year said they felt safe in their local area.

7.3

87.4% of 999 calls were answered within 10seconds during the month of June (the rolling 12
month average is 92.2%). With demand anticipated to continue to increase over the summer
months, it is not anticipated that this rate will improve in the short term.

7.4

91.3% of non-emergency calls were answered within 30 seconds during June which is closer
to the rolling 12 month average of 92.2%.

7.5

Hate crime performance continues to challenge but a report has been submitted separately
to the Board by the Strategic Lead so no further commentary will be offered here.

7.6

Performance around Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) remains stable in terms of incidents recorded
by the police and the low percentage of respondents concerned about high levels of ASB in
their area.
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8.

Transformation

8.1

Sickness rates for police officers remain comparable at Force level (with Area and
departmental variations), police staff sickness rates have improved (0.6 days lost per month,
per person in June 2017 compared with 0.8 in June 2016 and 2015).

Contact Officers

Inspector Chris Savage, Temporary Head of Performance
Jo Lynch, Performance Analyst
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Acting Chief Finance Officer, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner

Date:

07 August 2017

BUDGET 2018/19 AND MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY 2019/20 TO 2021/22
1.

Introduction

1.1

This report discusses the initial parameters that will be used in setting the 2018/19
budget and the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 2019/20 to 2021/22 for the
Police and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”).

1.2

The capital and revenue reported outturn is provisional and subject to the audit of
the 2016/17 Annual Statement of Accounts.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is asked to note and comment on the issues in relation to the budget and
MTFS set out in this report, primarily:




Demand Management issues
Funding
Budget pressures

3.

Medium Term Financial Strategy

3.1

The MTFS for the period 2017/18 to 2020/21 is shown in Appendix 1 and was
approved by the Board in January 2017. The MTFS represents the financial plan
required to deliver the objectives and outcomes of the Commissioner as set out in
the Police and Crime Plan.

3.2

The Police and Crime Plan has four pillars to its delivery, Offenders, Victims,
Community and Transformation with a number of objectives under these pillars. The
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fundamentals of the Police and Crime Plan is underpinned by the delivery of a
transformation programme that will enable the Commissioner and the Constabulary
to better manage the demands on the service whilst improving the quality of service
for victims and the wider community.
3.3

The Police and Crime Plan is delivered through the Force Delivery Plan, which sets
out the Constabulary’s aims and objectives over the same period and detailed action
plans under each of the four pillars.

3.3

The total Net Revenue Budget for 2017/18 to deliver these objectives is £131m
(£126.6m Force budget, £1.1m OPCC budget, £2.2m MOJ Victims and Community
Safety grants and £1.1m capital financing)

3.3

The new budget and MTFS for the period 2018/19 to 2021/22 will ensure the
continual delivery of these objectives and the Commissioners and Chief Constables
transformation programme.

4.

Current MTFS 2017/18 to 2020/21

4.1

The current MTFS has the 2017/18 budget balanced subject to the work currently
being undertaken on the local policing review, but a funding gap over the medium
term of £8.8m, with a detailed savings plan in place demonstrating how this gap
would be met over the course of the MTFS period, as summarised in Table 1 below.
It should be noted that the savings plans are deliberately targeting a greater level of
saving to ensure the gap is met.
Table 1 – Existing Savings Plan 2018/19 to 2020/21
Saving

2018/19 – 2020/21
£’000

– Supplies and Services

2,000

-

Estates

2,003

-

Local Policing Review

3,000

Collaboration Units
TOTAL

4.2

3,284
10,287

The current MTFS contains a number of assumptions, that if changed will impact on
the new MTFS.


A council Tax rise of 2% in each year



Council Tax Base increases of 1.7%, 1.8% and 2% in 2018/19, 2019/20 and
2020/21 respectively.
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Government grant reduction of 1% in 2018/19 and 1.28% in the subsequent
two years.



Staff pay inflation of 1% and general inflation of 1%.



Savings as detailed in table 1 above.

New 2018/19 – 2021/22 MTFS
Police and Crime Plan priorities for delivery 2018/19

5.1

The following are the headline priorities for delivery in 2018/19:


Victims - Consolidation of victim and witness hub, commissioning intentions for
victims grant, continued focus on vulnerability.



Offenders – mainstreaming of PTF work, working with partners to deal with
causes of crime, approach to crime and disorder grants.



Communities – embedding local policing review.



Transformation – continuing to delivery of BCH and 7 Forces collaboration,
implementing the outcomes of the Fire Governance Local Business Case.

Risks and Issues
5.2

The current MTFS will be rolled forward for a further year to 2021/22 and will,
assuming all the above assumptions remain the same, show a further funding gap
that will need to be met from additional savings.
Funding

5.3

Council Tax – As stated above the current assumption within the MTFS is a year on
year Council Tax increase of 2%, which is the level to which council tax can be
increased before a referendum is required. If the Government changed the rules, or
the Commissioner decided to undertake an above 2% rise referendum, each
additional 1% increase will generate approximately £0.5m income.

5.4

Council Tax Base – The council tax base increase is based on information from the
billing authorities on housing projections and plans over the MTFS period. This is an
extremely hard projection to get accurate due to a number of factors that affect
house building. A 0.5% reduction in each year from the assumptions built in would
result in a loss of council tax income of £1.1m.

5.5

Government Funding – Since the General Election in June 2017 the Government has
stopped its planned review of the Police Funding Formula. The impact of this funding
review on Cambridgeshire was unknown but reductions in the formula grant were
built into the MTFS. If the Cambridgeshire funding settlement moved to a position
of a cash standstill position, i.e. no increase or decrease, this would improve the
MTFS by £0.75m in 2018/19 and £5.3m over the MTFS period.
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Offset against this is the current Government methodology for allocating grants via
the floors and ceilings mechanism. Through this Cambridgeshire loses approximately
£4m year on year to the funding floor, the mechanism devised by government which
equalises out the funding formula across the police service so no one force loses or
gains too much as a result of applying the formula. Therefore, some forces gain more
as a result of the equalisation process and some forces, like Cambridgeshire, lose.
This has been continuing for nearly 13 years.
Pressures
5.6

Demand Management – Cambridgeshire is a growing County with the population
growth projected to continue into future years. Whilst this bring in additional
resources, primarily around increased Council Tax it does also bring about service
and spending pressures both currently and into the future. The Offender pillar of the
Police and Crime Plan has the overall aim, working with partners, to reduce reoffending and thereby reduce demand pressures on police service. In addition the
Transformation pillar is aiming to understand the everyday demands on the service
to a greater extent in order to drive through improved operational efficiencies and
effectiveness
Demand needs to be managed in two aspects, short term and immediate demand
pressures and long-term demand. Factors effecting immediate demand pressures
are highlighted in Agenda Item 4.0
The long-term demand is being driven by the Combined Authorities plans for
economic growth driving population growth and demand.

5.7

Inflation – The current MTFS has 1% inflation built into it for both pay and non-pay
inflation. There is increasing national pressure on the Government to award an
above 1% pay rise to key public sector workers, including the police. An additional
1% pay award will cost approximately £1m. At the same time inflation is increasing
with the latest CPI being 2.6%. Every additional 1% inflation equates to an additional
£200k being required.

5.8

Budget Pressures – As well as inflationary pressures there are additional cost
pressures coming through, including:

5.9



Meeting HMIC expectations,



College of Policing professionalism of policing training,



College of Policing quality standards – e.g. vetting,



ICT investments – there is a need for increased ICT investment to generate
operational efficiencies as well as equipping the force with new technologies
to tackle the changing face of crime.

BCH and 7 Force Collaboration – The current MTFS contains savings for the BCH
collaborated units of £3.284m in total for which there is a risk of non-delivery. The
greatest risks are in relation to HR with £584k savings over the MTFS period and ICT
with £1.223m. The 7 forces collaboration was newly established in 2016/17 with a 7
force procurement unit in place. The MTFS currently has a savings target of £2m
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through improved procurement but it is important that other opportunities are
explored for the 7 force collaboration.
5.10

Changing role of the Police and Crime Commissioner – The PCC is currently out to
consultation on a proposal to become the Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner by
taking over the governance of the Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service. Approval
for this would increase the likelihood of savings through the estates consolidation
programme and will result, in future years, for the PFCC to have a separate MTFS for
the Fire and Rescue Service.

6.

Next Steps

6.1

Detailed work on the MTFS will take place during the late summer and autumn with
a further update report coming to BCB on the 21st September 2017. The key date for
the MTFS is the Chancellors budget statement, which in 2017 for the first time, will
be in the late Autumn, replacing the previous Autumn Statement. This will set out
what the Government’s funding priorities are for the coming year and beyond and
will be the start of the process for the 2018/19 funding and Council Tax changes.

7.

Recommendation

7.1

The Board is asked to note and note the issues in relation to the budget and MTFS
set out in this report, primarily:




Demand Management issues
Funding
Budget pressures
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MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY 2017/18 – 2020/21
Local Policing Expenditure
Police Officer Pay
Police Officer Overtime
Police Pensions
Police Staff
Police Staff Overtime
PCSO Pay & Allowances
Total Local Policing Expenditure

APPENDIX 1

Forecast
2017/18
£'000

Forecast
2018/19
£'000

Forecast
2019/20
£'000

Forecast
2020/21
£'000

44,395
1,862
8,965
12,943
151
4,965
73,282

45,105
1,900
9,109
13,150
152
5,045
74,461

45,827
1,900
10,169
13,624
157
5,226
76,903

46,560
1,900
10,332
14,114
162
5,414
78,482

Business Support Expenditure
Police Officer Pay
Police Officer Overtime
Police Pensions
Police Staff
Police Staff Overtime
Training
Other Employee Expenses
Premises Costs
Transport Costs
Supplies & Services
Additional budget items
Savings /contingency
Vacancy Factor 1% = £739;
Agency & Hosted Services
Total Business Support Expenditure

1,042
0
2,681
2,216
0
0
4
3,752
941
4,792

1,723
0
2,724
3,665
0
0
4
3,865
969
4,850
780

1,757
0
2,767
3,812
0
0
5
3,981
998
4,947
630

1,792
0
2,812
3,949
0
0
5
4,100
1,028
5,046
645

1,246
16,675

1,271
19,851

1,296
20,193

1,322
20,699

Regional Change team
Business Support
Athena - AMO
Collaboration Team - Change
Collaboration Team - Athena
Armed Policing
CTC
Dogs Unit
Major Crime
Operational Planning
Procurement
PS Command
PSD
Roads Policing Unit
Scientific Services
CT and DE
ERSOU
Helicopter
Kings Lynn PIC
Total Collaboration Expenditure

75
282
130
1,178
270
2,357
0
736
3,062
320
290
194
946
4,602
2,416
632
2,297
437
922
21,147

76
287
133
800
274
2,395
0
747
3,111
326
295
197
961
4,675
2,454
642
2,334
446
940
21,094

77
291
135
600
279
2,433
0
759
3,161
331
300
200
977
4,750
2,494
653
2,371
455
959
21,224

78
296
137
600
283
2,472
0
771
3,211
336
304
203
992
4,826
2,534
663
2,409
464
978
21,560

783
7,210
4,057
121
192
915
3,161
34
66
117
16,655

795
7,325
4,122
123
195
930
3,212
34
67
119
16,922

808
7,442
4,188
125
198
945
3,263
35
68
120
17,192

821
7,561
4,255
127
202
960
3,315
36
69
122
17,467

OPCC
Police Staff & Commissioner
Other Employee Expenses
Premises Costs
Transport Costs
Supplies & Services
Total OPCC Expenditure

893
1
0
24
196
1,114

907
1
0
24
199
1,131

922
1
0
25
202
1,149

937
1
0
25
204
1,167

Police National ICT Company Subscription
Community Safety / Crime Reduction Grants
MoJ Victims Grant

60
1,276
986

60
1,276
986

60
1,276
986

60
1,276
986

Capital Financing Costs
Revenue Contribution to Capital
Interest
MRP
Total Capital Financing Costs

0
413
774
1,187

0
684
1,077
1,761

1,500
684
1,048
3,232

1,500
684
1,020
3,204

132,381

137,542

142,216

144,902

-1,421

-1,421

-1,421

-1,421

NET REVENUE EXPENDITURE
Contributions +To /- From Reserves

130,960
0

136,121
0

140,794
0

143,480
0

NET BUDGET REQUIREMENT (NBR)

130,960

136,121

140,794

143,480

New Collaboration
IMD
ICT
HR/L&D
Force Resilience
Firearms Licensing
Criminal Justice
Custody
CCJB
Information Assurance
Public Contact

GROSS REVENUE EXPENDITURE
Total Income

Budget -Decrease / +Increase Year on Year

Financed by:
Formula Grant
Actual Grant Reductions

MoJ Victims Grant
Precept
Legacy Council Tax Grants
Council Tax Freeze Grant New
Council Tax Support Grant
Collection Fund - Deficit / +Surplus
TOTAL FINANCING
BUDGET GAP

Band D Council Tax £
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0.3%

3.9%

3.4%

1.9%

78,411

77,408

76,417

75,439

-1.28%

-1.28%

-1.28%

-1.28%

986
51,388
0

986
53,459
0

986
55,613
0

986
58,024
0

174
130,960

200
132,052

200
133,216

200
134,649

-4,069
-4,069

-7,578
-3,510

-8,831
-1,253

£190.47

£194.26

£198.13

0
0
£186.75
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To:

Business Co-Ordination Board

From:

Chief Finance Officer, OPCC and Chief Finance Officer, Constabulary

Date:

7 August 2017

REVENUE AND CAPITAL BUDGET MONITORING OUTTURN MONTH 3 2017/18
1.

Purpose

1.1

This report provides the Business Co-ordination Board (“BCB”) with the Constabulary’s
and the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (“OPCC”) revenue and capital
outturn at month 3 of 2017/18 and the projected full-year 2017/18 forecast outturn.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommend that BCB:



note the month 3 revenue outturn and the projected full-year 2017/18
forecast outturn.
Note the month 3 capital position and approve the additions to the capital
programme and delegated the Chief Finance Officer to make a decision on the
Monks Wood adaptation scheme.

3.

Month 3 and 2017/18 Forecast - Summary

3.1

The month 3 outturn and projection to year-end for 2017/18 for the Constabulary and
the OPCC, and the projected use of the budget assistance reserve are summarised in
Table 1 below.
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Table 1
Revenue 2017/18

Month 3 Year-To-Date

Year-End Forecast

(£’000)

(£’000)

160 overspend

1,849 overspend

50 overspend

(86) underspend

N/A

2,208

Constabulary
OPCC
Use of reserves
3.2

Further detail on the Constabulary and OPCC revenue outturn and the capital outturn
is presented in sections 4, 5 and 6 below, respectively.

4.

Month 3 Outturn and 2017/18 Forecast - Constabulary

4.1

The 2017/18 budget and 2018/19 to 2020/21 Medium Term Financial Plan was
predicated on the implementation of the Local Policing Review. Whilst the early stages
of the implementation of this may occur in late 2017/18, the majority of the savings
this review will deliver will be over the financial years 2018/19 and 2019/20. The
outcome of this phased delivery of the local policing review is a budget shortfall in
2017/18 which was planned to be met from a vacancy factor being applied to the
budget.

4.2

It is anticipated that the Local Policing Review will meet the budget gap in future years,
however, it is forecast that a gap will remain in the current financial year of £1,849k.
This funding gap will be met by using the budget assistance reserve. A breakdown of
this position is shown in Table 2 below with a detailed subjective report at Appendix
1, together with notes giving a commentary on significant budget heads.

4.3

Overall, employee related expenses (pay, overtime, pensions and other employee
costs) are overspending by £945k.

4.4

Other significant projected variances include:




Supplies and Services - £960k overspend, primarily caused by a projected
overspend of £511k on insurance as a result of a change in Government set
discount rates used to calculate long-term claims.
An overall underspend on collaboration units of £75k but included within this is
a projected overspend in relation to Athena implementation of £282k, which will
be funded from reserves at year-end.
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Table 2 (all figures £’000)

5.

Month 3 Outturn and 2017/18 Forecast - OPCC

5.1

The 2017/18 budget for the OPCC was set at £1,114k which was approved by the Police
and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) prior to the commencement of the
financial year.

5.2

The month 3 year-to-date outturn is an overspend of £50k with the forecast year-end
position being an £86k underspend. The main reasons for the variances are:
• Staffing - £36kunderspend, due to staffing changes and vacancies
• Transport related costs - £14k
• Supplies and Services related expenditure - £12k underspend
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The reason for a year to date overspend of £50k is due to one-off consultants
costs (£77k) associated with the Fire Governance LBC. These costs will be met
from reserves at the year end.

5.3

2017/18 grant spending was budgeted at £1,276k for community safety grants and
£986k for victim support grants and the forecast grant spend in 2017/18 remains in
line with budget.

6.

Month 3 Outturn and 2017/18 Forecast – Capital

6.1

The 2017/18 capital programme comprise the original Capital Programme approved
by the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) on 16th March 2017, with amendments
for schemes brought forward from 2016/17 as approved by the PCC on 9th June 2017,
and other changes subsequently approved by the Force Executive Board and/or the
PCC.

6.2

A summary of spend against the 2017/18 Capital Programme for the three months
ending 30th June 2017, and the financing of this, is shown at Appendix 2.

6.3

The capital programme shown in appendix 2 contains three amendments to the
approved capital programme. The Estates management team have undertaken a
thorough review of capital expenditure required across all sites and identified three
urgent pieces of work required that are above and beyond the 2017/18 Major Repairs
Planned allocation (£510k). The three proposed new schemes are as follows:






6.4

HQ Lead Decontamination and Prevention – immediate remedial and
preventative action was taken, following the discovery of lead dust from the
Firing Range, in parts of the HQ site. The work was initially charged to revenue
but is to be recognised as capital expenditure and a technical addition of £90k
is proposed to the PCC, which is to be funded from the Capital Reserve.
Thorpe Wood Adaptation for DFU – the increasing demand and importance of
the work carried out by the Digital Forensics Unit is well understood. As a
result the team is to be relocated to a building at Thorpe Wood and a
significant adaptation, including the replacement of the mains power, is
required. An addition of £350k is proposed to the PCC, which is to be funded
from the Capital Reserve.
Monks Wood Adaptation – as part of the move to better utilise the
operational estate it is necessary to move a team to the Monks Wood site,
which will require significant adaptation to accommodate them. An addition
of £250k and this request is under review.

The Chief Finance Officer, after discussion at the Finance Sub Group has approved the
capital programme additions for the Lead Decontamination work and the Thorpe
Wood Adaptation but has requested further information on the Monks Wood
adaptation. The Capital Reserve at the year-end stood at £3.2m.
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6.

Recommendation

6.1

It is recommend that BCB:
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note the month 3 revenue outturn and the projected full-year 2017/18
forecast outturn.
Note the month 3 capital position and approve the additions to the capital
programme and delegated the Chief Finance Officer to make a decision on the
Monks Wood adaptation scheme.
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Note
Collaboration and Partnerships
Collaboration Set up costs
ERP set up costs
Collaboration - Athena
Collaboration - Athena AMO
Change team
Collaboration - General
Joint Protective Services
Collaboration - Armed Policing Unit
Collaboration - CT & DE
Collaboration - CT & DE Grants
Collaboration - CTC
Collaboration - Dogs
Collaboration - Major Crime Unit
Collaboration - Operational Planning
Collaboration - RPU
Collaboration - Scientific Services Unit/Visual Evidence
Collaboration - Protective Services Command
Collaboration - Force Resilience
Surplus generated by CTC - to reserves
Organisational Support
Collaboration - HR and L&D
Collaboration - IMD
Collaboration - ICT
Collaboration - Procurement
Collaboration - Professional Standards Unit
Operational Support
Collaboration - Firearms Licensing
Collaboration - CJ phase 1&2
Collaboration - CJ/Custody SMT
Collaboration - Custody local
Collaboration - Public Contact
Collaboration - LCJB
Other Collaboration & Partnerships
Collaboration - Air Support
Collaboration - ERSOU
Collaboration - Kings Lynn PIC
Collaboration - Regional Collaboration

12
12
13
13
14

16

Holding Accounts and Hosted Services
Seconded Officers Net Recharge
Carry Forwards
Athena Implementation costs - to reserves
NET BUDGET REQUIREMENT
*Police Officer Overtime less Rechargeable Elements
Note:Figures may not cast due to rounding

YTDB
£'000

Actual
£'000

Variance
£'000

M3
Projection
£'000

M3
Proj var
£'000

0
0
163
148
714
282

-115
-188
0
16
341
32

-115
-188
64
16
321
32

0
0
64
0
-20
0

0
0
445
148
635
282

0
0
282
0
-79
0

2,273
664
0
0
749
3,085
336
4,543
2,483
206
116

463
99
245
230
174
669
113
988
513
80
34

483
99
245
115
174
647
113
963
489
101
34

20
0
0
-115
0
-22
0
-25
-24
21
0

2,349
664
0
-482
749
2,997
336
4,438
2,389
290
116
482

76
0
0
-482
0
-88
0
-105
-94
84
0
482

4,555
813
6,644
294
1,072

1,067
255
2,830
121
176

1,052
256
2,760
121
176

-15
1
-70
0
0

4,493
813
6,365
294
1,072

-62
0
-279
0
0

198
716
235
2,518
364
34

36
152
36
630
29
-10

26
126
40
689
29
-10

-10
-26
4
59
0
0

160
631
251
2,816
364
34

-39
-85
16
298
0
0

489
2,333
964
75
329
37,394

0
347
89
3
90
9,545

0
347
89
3
90
9,385

0
0
0
0
0
-160

489
2,333
964
75
329
37,318

0
0
0
0
0
-75

0

182

182

0

0

0

-1,092

0

0

126,290
1,862

32,676
556

32,836
557

0
0
160
1

-1,092
-282
128,138

0
-282
1,848

15

SARC

Total Collaborated and Partnerships

Revised
OFYB
£'000

17

Notes
1.

Outturn Net Budget Requirement (NBR)

1.1

Outturn NBR to the end of June is forecast at £1.8m overspent for the financial year.
This is subject to review and change during the year as two large projects finalise
their operating models; that being Local Policing Review and Athena
Implementation.
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2

Police Officer pay and allowances is currently forecast as being £1.0m underspent.
Strength is expected to be below establishment for the majority of the year.
Additional intakes are being worked through for January 2018

3

Police Pay Apprenticeship Levy is expected to be in line with budget

4

PCSO pay and overtime is forecast at £153k underspent. This is the result of a
shortfall in strength against establishment. Recruitment is on hold until the outcome
of the Local Policing Review is known.

5

Support Staff pay is forecast at £2,165k overspent, this excludes all staff posts in the
collaborated units. The reason for the overspend is that the budget has £2.9m
vacancy factor set against it. This will be informed by the two projects referred to in
1.1 above.

6

Police Staff – Apprenticeship Levy is expected to be in line with budget

7

Police Pensions are currently expected to underspend as a result of strength

8

Premises costs are currently roughly in line with budget and include the expected
costs of ongoing agile schemes.

9

Transport Costs currently forecast to overspend as a result of the move of fleet over
to Chiltern Transport Consortium. This should see a corresponding underspend on
capital but the finer detail of how CTC goes through the books is still being worked
on.

10

Supplies & Services overall forecast overspend of £0.96m. The majority of this is
Insurance (claims handling and Insurance fund)

11

Income – broadly expected to be in line with budget.

12

Collaboration/ERP set up costs – expected to be a net nil spend at this stage.
Accruals/income in advance are still being worked through the system. We should
have a clearer understanding of spend in month 4.

13

Collaboration Change Team and Athena spend are currently estimated to overspend
as a result of the Athena additional costs, which will be covered by reserves as they
are one-off costs. We are still working through the implications of this, both Capital
and Revenue, and will have a greater understanding in month 4.

14

Collaboration – General this includes the Capital JPS budget and the 3 force
Finance/RMU recharge.

15

Surplus generated by CTC – to reserves is shown separately as the forecast
underspend on CTC is used exclusively to fund road safety schemes.
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16

Collaboration and Partnerships these are the final collaborated budgets, which have
been updated since the PCC approved the budget

17

Athena implementation one-off costs to reserves
APPENDIX 2

Scheme by Scheme Budgetary Control Report to 30th June 2017
A
Notes
at
Para.

B
Scheme
Title

C
Job
Code

D
Budget
B/Fwd

£'000

4.2 (i)
4.2 (ii)
4.2 (iii)

4.1

4.1

E
Original
Capital
Programme
as amended*
£'000

F
G
Proposed
Revised
Programme Capital Budget
Amendments
2017/18
(D+E+F)
£'000
£'000

H
Actual
YTD

I
Commitments
YTD

£'000

£'000

J
Committed
& Spent
YTD
(H+I)
£'000

K
Variance

(J-G)
£'000

Land & Buildings
Vehicle Workshop
Wisbech Fire Station Ext for Police Purposes
Major Repairs Planned
HQ Lead Decontamination and Prevention
Thorpe Wood Adaptation for DFU
Monks Wood Adaptation
Land & Buildings Total

C8018
C8068
Various
TBC
TBC
TBC

121
395
74
590

510
510

90
350
250
690

121
395
584
90
350
250
1,790

1
79
80

10
544
554

11
623
634

(110)
(395)
39
(90)
(350)
(250)
(1,156)

ICT & Communications
Specialist Equipment Renewal
Mobilisation
Athena
Custody Virtual Courts
Rolling Replacement Mobile Technology
Digital Forensic Unit Additional Software Licences
Digital Forensic Unit Kiosk Technology
Switchboard Resilience
Demand Management Software
Workforce Management Software Upgrade
Digital Forensic Unit Storage Risk Mitigation
Mobile VPN Technology
Replacement of SAN (ICT area network)
ICT consolidated workstreams
Replacement of UPS
Website
ICT & Communications Total

C8022
C8027
C8035
C8049
C8051
C8057
C8058
C8069
C8097
C8098
C8103
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC

1
10
4
70
56
44
24
209

50
161
350
60
850
70
30
1,571

40
(40)
-

50
1
161
10
354
70
56
44
40
24
60
810
70
30
1,780

3
4
(2)
1
32
35
73

4
38
22
51
1
70
15
44
181
4
431

4
38
3
22
55
(2)
2
70
47
44
35
181
4
504

(46)
37
(158)
12
(299)
(2)
2
0
(9)
(5)
(24)
(60)
(629)
(66)
(30)
(1,276)
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Constable

Date:

07 August 2017
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Lease Renewal: Warboys Mast
1.

Purpose

1.1

To seek approval of the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”) to renew the lease
to Cornerstone Telecommunications Infrastructure Ltd (formerly Telefonica O2 UK Ltd)
to site equipment on the mast at Warboys.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to approve the renewal of the agreement to Cornerstone
Telecommunications Infrastructure Ltd (CTIL) for a further 15 years at a fee of
£12,500pa.

2.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notice to
approve the renewal of the Agreement to CTIL.

3.

Background

3.1

The Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire holds a 99 year head lease to
site telecommunications equipment on the mast at Warboys. The current rent
payable is £9833 per annum.
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3.2

A 20 year sub lease was granted to Telefonica O2 (UK) Ltd from 29th September 1995
for use as an electronic communications base station. The current rent being £9,833
per annum. This sub lease has been holding over under the Landlord and Tenant Act
1954 Part II since its term expiry date 28th September 2015.

3.3

Negotiations ensued in relation to the renewal of the agreement with heads of terms
now being close to completion.

3.4

The main heads of terms for the new agreement are outlined below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Site: Mast near Warboys on B1040.
Licensor: Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire (PCC).
Licensee: Cornerstone Telecommunications Infrastructure Ltd (CTIL)
Period: 15 year agreement from the date of completion.
Fee: £12,500 per annum.
Fee Review: Every 3rd anniversary of commencement of the Period, to the greater
of passing Rent and RPI.
Break Rights: Either party has the right to terminate the agreement at any time on
giving at least 12 months’ written notice to the Licensee to expire not earlier than the
5th anniversary of the commencement of the Period.
Use: Electronic Communications Base station only.
Equipment: Equipment schedule to be included within the agreement to control the
amount of equipment installed by CTIL at this site.
Assignment/Subletting: No assignment, subletting or site sharing will be permitted
other than to a member of the same group of companies.

4.

Summary

4.1

This is an opportunity to continue to receive an income stream at the increased
figure of £12,500 per annum. This also has the potential to increase at 3 yearly
intervals throughout the next 15 years.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to approve the renewal of the agreement to Cornerstone
Telecommunications Infrastructure Ltd (CTIL) for a further 15 years at a fee of
£12,500pa.

5.2

The Commissioner signs the Decision Notice to approve the renewal of the Agreement
to CTIL.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document

Cambridgeshire Constabulary Estate Management – Property Files

Contact Officers

Elly McKee Estates Management Surveyor, Cambridgeshire
Constabulary
Colin Luscombe, Director of Estates, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Constable

Date:

07 August 2017
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HATE CRIME UPDATE

1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to inform Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) of
ongoing work by Cambridgeshire Constabulary to tackle hate crime across the
county, incorporating national policy, strategic and tactical plans, and victim
satisfaction.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

3.

Direction and Governance

3.1

Cambridgeshire Constabulary is an active member of the South East Regional Hate
Crime Group. The chair of this group represents regional members’ interests on a
national group, providing updates on performance, best practice, developing trends
or concerns and partnership engagement.

3.2

The Constabulary has signed up to “Home Office Action Against Hate: The UK
Government’s plan for tackling hate crime” (July 2016).

3.3

The force has created a delivery plan, which includes the following thematic areas:
1 Preventing hate crime
2 Responding to hate crime in our communities
3 Increasing the reporting of hate crime
4 Improving support for the victims of hate crime
5 Building our understanding of hate crime
6 Improve the quality of our investigations.
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3.4

The police tactical lead (a Detective Inspector within Investigation Standards and
Development (ISD)) chairs monthly tactical meetings, which are attended by all local
hate crime single points of contact. The Victim and Witness Hub and partner agencies
have been asked to identify leads who will support tactical delivery and development.
The delivery plan identifies actions and action holders to support the force’s Hate Crime
Strategy.

3.5

The Constabulary’s Hate Crime Strategic Group meets quarterly and reports into the
Ethics, Equality and Inclusion Group. The purpose of this group is to ensure hate
crime recommendations, national guidance and good practice are implemented by
the force as part of the force’s Hate Crime Strategy. This ensures that significant
focus is placed on a partnership approach to tackling hate crime and increasing
confidence amongst communities. The Hate Crime Strategic Group is chaired by the
force Hate Crime Strategic Lead and discusses force performance regarding hate
crime.

4.

Current Picture

4.1

The amount of hate crime reported to the Constabulary fluctuates from month to
month, with the lowest month in the last year recording 75 crimes (January 2017)
and the highest recording 131 (June 2017). In line with the national trend, the
number of recorded crimes has increased since the beginning of 2017. It is widely
recognised nationally that hate crime is significantly underreported. The
Constabulary has been working to increase confidence to improve reporting, but it is
not possible to attribute this increase directly to these efforts, or determine whether
there has been an actual increase in the number of crimes occurring.

4.2

The table below provides a snapshot of court and Crown Prosecution Service data for
hate crime convictions, showing the percentage of those cases where a person was
charged that resulted in a positive outcome through conviction. In May 2017, it can be
seen that convictions in Cambridgeshire were higher than the national average.

4.3

Hate Crime Convictions

May 2017

85% or above National

85.5%

East of England

88.7%

Cambridge

100.0%

Magistrates Team

100.0%

Crown Court Team

100.0%

The table below provides the latest available data on hate incident victim satisfaction
for the 12 months ending June 2017.
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Aspect

Satisfaction

Whole experience

72.6%

Ease of contact

95.2%

Police actions

75.8%

Follow up

73.4%

Treatment

86.5%

4.4

A system is in place whereby any victims dissatisfied with the police response to hate
crime receive a follow up by the crime manager to discuss areas of dissatisfaction.
Action is then taken to address these and identify learning for the wider force.

5

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Source

Action Against Hate: The UK Government’s plan for tackling hate

document(s)

crime (July 2016)
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attach
ment_data/file/543679/Action_Against_Hate__UK_Government_s_Plan_to_Tackle_Hate_Crime_2016.pdf
Cambridgeshire Constabulary Hate Crime Strategy 2017/18 attached
Cambridgeshire Constabulary Hate Crime and Incident Tactical Plan
-attached

Contact Officer
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Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Hate Crime Strategy
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Strategic Overview
Hate Crime has a particularly harmful effect on its victims as it seeks to attack an intrinsic
part of who they are or who they are perceived to be; their race, religion, sexual orientation,
disability or transgender identity.
Hate crime victims are more likely to suffer repeat victimisation, more likely to suffer
serious psychological impacts as a result, and less likely than the victims of other crime
to be satisfied with the police response.
The Action Against Hate, Home Office plan for tackling Hate Crime (July 2016) clearly
identifies 5 areas for the next steps for Government and community partners to take to tackle
hate crime which are:





Preventing hate crime
Responding to hate crime in our communities
Increasing the reporting of hate crime
Improving support for the victims of hate crime
Building our understanding of hate crime

Definition of Hate Crime
A hate crime is any crime that is motivated by hostility on the grounds of race,
religion, sexual orientation, disability or transgender identity.1
There are three categories of hate crime in legislation:

•
•
•

incitement to hatred offences on the grounds of race, religion or
sexual orientation;
specific racially and religiously motivated criminal offences (such as
common assault); and
Provisions for enhanced sentencing where a crime is motivated by race,
religion, sexual orientation, disability or transgender identity.

A victim does not have to be a member of the group at which the hostility is targeted. In fact,
anyone could be a victim of a hate crime.

1

Action Against Hate – Government Action Plan 2016 to tackle Hate Crime.

2
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Strategic Aims
Cambridgeshire Constabulary will2:-

1. Prevent hate crime by: Dealing with the beliefs and attitudes that can lead to hate crime.
 Recognising the importance of preventing hate crime happening in the first place and
commit to challenging those attitudes that can lead to discrimination and divisions
within our society by working with communities and our partner agencies.
2. Respond to hate crime in our communities: With the aim of reducing the number of hate crime incidents, we will work to improve
confidence amongst targeted communities and enhance their feelings of safety and
confidence. We will focus on a number of settings that have emerged as high risk
environments for hate crime, including public transport, the night-time economy and
the internet.
3. Increase the reporting of hate crime: We will continue to work to make it easier for those affected to report incidents of hate
crime including through third party reporting centres.
 To give victims the confidence that their complaints will be taken seriously we will
work with victims, other agencies and the Crown Prosecution Service to publicise
successes in prosecuting hate crime.
4. Improve support for the victims of hate crime: Cambridgeshire Constabulary will maximise the service offered by the
Cambridgeshire Victim and Witness Hub to victims of Hate Crime and incidents and
will work in partnership with statutory, voluntary agencies and victims to reduce the
risk of incidents of Hate Crime. We will work to ensure victims are provided with
timely and effective support both at the time of reporting their crime and through the
criminal justice system.
5. Build our understanding of hate crime: In order to tackle hate crime, we need to understand the scale and nature of the
problem. We will improve the data the force collects on hate crime and work with
academics and others to improve our analysis and understanding of the drivers of
hate crime and how these can be addressed.
 We will deliver education and training to our staff to identify hate crime and incidents
by enhancing their knowledge and understanding. All staff will receive annual hate
crime training as part of their CPD.

2

This section should be read in conjunction with the College of Policing Authorised
Professional Practice (APP) ‘Hate Crime – Operational Guidance’ 2014:
http://library.college.police.uk/docs/college-of-policing/Hate-Crime-Operational-Guidance.pdf
3
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6. Improve the quality of our investigations: We will provide an exceptional service to victims of hate crime by working with them
to get the best possible criminal justice outcome and ensure that all victims are
updated regularly as per the Victims Code.
 We will ensure that all investigations are allocated to the most appropriate
investigator and that ownership of the investigation is continually accessed. We will
attack hate crime criminality by proactively targeting those offenders who commit
offences. We will ensure that offenders are prioritised and brought to justice at the
earliest possible opportunities.

.
Governance
1. The Hate Crime Strategic Group will meet quarterly and report into the Equalities Board.
2. The purpose of the Hate Crime Strategic Group is to ensure hate crime
recommendations, national guidance and good practice is implemented within the Force.
It will ensure significant focus is placed on a partnership approach to tackling hate crime
and increasing confidence amongst communities,
3. The Hate Crime Strategic Group will be updated regarding performance of Hate Crime
within the Force as per the delivery plan;
4. The Hate Crime Strategic Group will be chaired by the force Hate Crime Strategic lead.
5. The Hate Crime Strategic Group will link to the Hate Crime & Incident Tactical and
Delivery plans to review progress.

4
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Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Hate Crime & Incident
Tactical Plan
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HATE CRIME & INCIDENT TACTICAL PLAN

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

In line with the Constabulary’s hate crime strategy, this document details how
the Constabulary should routinely investigate and monitor incidents and
crimes involving hate.

1.2

The force strategic hate crime lead is a Superintendent within the
Investigation Standards and Development Department (ISD). The strategic
lead is supported by the tactical lead (ISD Detective Inspector) and the hate
crime co-ordinator (ISD Detective Constable).

1.3

The strategic lead will chair the quarterly hate crime steering group meetings.
Attendees required at this meeting will be the:








Tactical lead
Hate crime co-ordinator
Force crime managers and Community & prevention/ partnership
senior leads from each area
Engagement tactical lead
Relevant partner agency leads
Victims hub manager
Corporate Communications

1.4

The police strategic lead will in consultation with all members set the agenda,
agree the terms of reference, location and seek updates from all attendees.
Appendix A details the proposed agenda.

1.5

The constabulary is currently split into six different districts with one crime
manager covering each district. Each crime manager and operations
manager, should identify one detective sergeant and one uniform police
sergeant, (ideally based in a cohesion role) to hold the districts hate crime
portfolio. These supervisors will be identified as the respective district
SPOCs.

1.6

The hate crime SPOCs will report to the district Operational Chief Inspector
every month to review progress against the Constabulary’s hate crime
strategy and delivery plan actions to ensure progress is being made. District
managers will be held to account for their respective progress at the strategic
meeting by the strategic lead/ meeting chair. The updates by the district must
reflect the strategic aims and as such include how the district is progressing
Prevention, Responding, Increasing Reporting, Improving Victim Support and
Building our understanding.

1.7

The police tactical lead (DI, ISD) will chair monthly meetings. Each district
must be represented at each of these meetings by their hate crime SPOC’s.
The Victim & Witness Hub and partner agency leads should identify a
representative to attend. Meeting actions and minutes will be recorded and
disseminated – any actions updates should be obtained approximately 7 days
prior to the next meeting. Appendix B details the proposed agenda.
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1.8

The delivery plan will identify the formal actions and action holders to support
the strategy. The delivery plan actions are split into 5 key pillars of prevention,
response, increasing reporting, supporting victims and building our
understanding of hate crime. These actions will be disseminated to the action
holders prior to the tactical meeting by the hate crime co-ordinator. The hate
crime co-ordinator will ensure all the previous actions are updated on the
delivery plan prior to the next meeting. Any actions of note will be discussed
during the meeting. The tactical lead in consultation with the relevant district,
department and strategic lead will decide on which actions can be discharged
following updates from the action holders.

1.9

Each district’s Operational Chief Inspector will, direct the hate crime SPOC’s
to write and deliver a local action plan, in line with Constabulary’s strategic
aims and delivery plan.

1.10

District SPOC’s must attend and be active in force-level groups, such as
tactical meetings or other meetings where determined as necessary and
appropriate by the crime manager.

1.11

District SPOC’s must make full use of intelligence through regular scrutiny of
incident data and seek to identify incidents of hate at the first available
opportunity. All recorded incidents will be managed through Incident File.
Where crimes are committed SPOC’s will ensure that NCRS compliance is
complete and timely. Where offences are not recorded, they will ensure that
activity that may be a precursor for future offending or sub-criminal hatebased behaviour is challenged through providing clear direction and guidance
on options and remedies to local community teams for action and
preventative activity.

1.12

The College of Policing, Hate Crime Operational Guidance can be found on:
http://library.college.police.uk/docs/college-of-policing/Hate-CrimeOperational-Guidance.pdf

2.0

THE ROLE OF THE CRIME MANAGER

2.1

Improve the quality of investigations:


Provide an exceptional service to victims of hate crime by working with
them to get the best possible criminal justice outcome and ensure that
all victims are updated regularly as per the Victims Code.



Ensure that all investigations are allocated to the most appropriate
investigator and that ownership of the investigation is continually
accessed. Attack hate crime criminality by proactively targeting those
offenders who commit offences. Ensure that offenders are prioritised
and brought to justice at the earliest possible opportunity.



To give victims the confidence that their complaints will be taken
seriously work with victims, other agencies and the Crown Prosecution
Service to publicise successes in prosecuting hate crime.
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2.2

Specifically Crime managers must ensure:


That the victim is contacted within 24 hours of an officer being assigned to
the investigation and this this contact is personally made by a supervisor.



That every hate crime is personally overseen and managed by a
supervisor throughout the life span of the investigation.



That taking in to account the complexity of the crime and vulnerability of
the victim, the most appropriate investigator is assigned to carry out the
investigation.



That every hate crime victim is personally called by a supervisor to initially
manage the needs of the victim and ensure the investigation is both
supportive, expeditious and proactive.



That investigations are thorough, rigorous and expedient and staff are
sufficiently trained.



That every hate crime victim is called at the end of an investigation and
prior to closure, by the supervisor to ensure that the victim is aware of the
investigation to date and is satisfied they understand the action we have
taken. Contact must be documented on the crime.



Where post investigation, dissatisfaction is noted, then an officer of the
rank of at least Inspector must make contact with the victim to review the
cause for dissatisfaction, address any immediate issues and ensure
learning is taken and embedded across the force ( via the hate crime
tactical group forum).



That the investigating officer continues to monitor the level of risk to the
victim and any witnesses throughout the investigation and puts in place
appropriate interventions to reduce or remove any real anticipated risks.



That a victim personal statement is offered to the victim.

3.0

THE ROLE OF THE OPERATIONAL CHIEF INSPECTOR

3.1

Prevent hate crime by: Recognising the importance of preventing hate crime
happening in the first place and commit to challenging those attitudes that can
lead to discrimination and divisions within our society by working with
communities and our partner agencies.

3.2

Respond to hate crime in our communities: With the aim of reducing the
number of hate crime incidents, work to improve confidence amongst targeted
communities and enhance their feelings of safety and confidence. Focus on
settings that have emerged as high risk environments for hate crime, including
public transport, the night-time economy and the internet.
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3.3

Increase the reporting of hate crime: Work to make it easier for those affected
to report incidents of hate crime including through third party reporting centres.

3.4

Build our understanding of hate crime: Increase the understanding of the scale
and nature of the problem by improving the data the force collects on hate
crime. Ensure that education and training are given to our staff to identify
hate crime and incidents by enhancing their knowledge and understanding.

4.0

ROLE OF THE VICTIM AND WITNESS HUB

4.1

Improve support for the victims of hate crime:




Maximise the service offered by the Cambridgeshire Victim and
Witness Hub to victims of Hate Crime and incidents and will work in
partnership with statutory, voluntary agencies and victims to reduce
the risk of incidents of Hate Crime.
Work to ensure victims are provided with timely and effective support
both at the time of reporting their crime and through the criminal justice
system.

5.0

GOVERNANCE

5.1

The strategic lead will report and update the Chief Officer Team of emerging
issues and performance against the delivery plan.

5.2

The tactical lead will attend the strategic group in order to update the strategic
group on progress against the delivery plan.

5.3

The hate crime SPOC’s will report to the district crime manager and Ops
Chief Inspector where there will be a standing monthly review of progress
against the delivery plan.
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APPENDIX A
Hate Crime Strategic Group Meeting
Date:
Time:
Location:
Invitees:
Regular key leaders:








Tactical lead
Hate crime co-ordinator
Force crime managers representative & prevention/
partnership reps from each area
Engagement tactical lead
Relevant partner agency leads
Victims hub manager
Corporate Communications

AGENDA

1.

Introductions and apologies
 Confirm terms of reference (draft to be completed by Lead & deputy &
finalised in meeting)
 Update from tactical meeting
 Partner updates

2.

Performance Update
 Crime/Incident review (trends, locations, nominals)

3.

Delivery Plan
Emphasis on Activity against force/ national strategy - Taking Action against Hate
crime – 6 key actions:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Preventing hate crime
Responding to hate crime in our communities
Increasing the reporting of hate crime
Improving support for the victims of hate crime
Building our understanding of hate crime
Improve the quality of our investigations

High level updates on partnership activity.
Delivery plan copy - discuss
4.

Communications:
 Good News Stories and Media
 Exceptional reporting eg Worldwide events
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5.

Any Other Business:

6.

Date of Next Meeting:
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APPENDIX B
Hate Crime Monthly Tactical Meeting
Date:
Time: Location:
Invitees:
AGENDA

1

Introductions and apologies:
 Apologies from:
Aim & purpose of the meeting:
 6 Strategic Aims
 Delivery Action Plan
 Monitor Performance & add key themes

2
3

Summary of last meeting
 Previous actions
 Actions brought forward
Promoting the key strands of the National Hate Crime Plan
6 key actions:
1 Preventing hate crime
2 Responding to hate crime in our communities
3 Increasing the reporting of hate crime
4 Improving support for the victims of hate crime
5 Building our understanding of hate crime
6 Improve the quality of our investigations

4

District Updates
 Investigation quality
 Crime scrutiny

5

Delivery plan updates

6

Raising the profile of public confidence and satisfaction
Good News Stories and Media & Positive CJ Outcomes

7

Third Party reporting

8

Funding opportunities

9

Partnerships
 Engagement
 Key Contacts/KINS

10

AOB

11

Date of Next Meeting:
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Agenda 9.0

Official

To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Constable

Date:

07 August 2017

UPDATE ON THE PREVENTION AND ENFORCEMENT SERVICE WITHIN PETERBOROUGH

1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to provide the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
with an update on the neighbourhood policing team within Peterborough, referred to
locally as the “Prevention and Enforcement Service (PES)”.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

3.

Background

3.1

In March 2017, an update was provided to the Board, which covered:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

An overview of the PES, including basic daily governance.
The Community Safety Accreditation Scheme.
Public Space Protection Orders.
Potential for Peterborough City Council (the “Council”) to outsource some
services to the third party provider, Kingdom.
Evolution of the current Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).

4.

Current Position

4.1

The MOU between the services remains under development and is being calibrated
during the design and delivery phases of the Neighbourhood Policing model (NPM)
within the context of the Local Policing Review (LPR).

Business Coordination Board
07 August 2017
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4.2

The current MOU has been determined by the Area Commander (Supt Andy Gipp) to be
sufficient for management of the current daily neighbourhood policing business in
Peterborough. For reassurance of the Board, police resources within the PES remain
under the direction and control of the Area Commander for Peterborough. Depending
on the outcome of the design of a future model, a MOU may or may not be required.
This will be determined by the Constabulary’s agreed position on a shared services
model.

4.3

On 21st June 2017, senior stakeholders from the Constabulary and Council met and
reviewed the current operational and strategic position. Attendees agreed that an
independent, operationally focussed review was needed to provide reassurance that the
police resources in the PES were being used to deliver Police and Crime Plan objectives.
It was also agreed that a register of risks and their mitigation be developed and
monitored following this piece of work. Agreement was reached that any medium term
vision should be developed alongside the LPR.

4.4

The review was completed by Chief Inspector Nick Church (the LPR Neighbourhood
Policing) and did not identify any critical operational or strategic issues requiring
immediate intervention. Some operational changes were recommended to enhance the
current working model until the LPR review, which the Constabulary and the Office of
the Police and Crime Commissioner have been made aware of.

4.5

Annex A contains a table which shows the links between the Safer Peterborough
Priorities and the Police and Crime Plan objectives.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Source Documents
Contact Officers

Business Coordination Board
07 August 2017

Superintendent Andy Gipp, Area Commander (Peterborough)
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To:

Business Co-Ordination Board

From:

Chief Constable

Date:

7th August 2017

Agenda Item: 10.0

BCH HR PEOPLE STRATEGY

1.

Purpose

1.1 To update Business Co-Ordination Board on the new BCH three year People Strategy and
Plan.
2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

3.

Background

3.1 In April 2016 JCOB approved a one year People Plan for BCH – the first since collaboration
of HR services. This one year plan has guided HR activity during 2016/17, but there is a
need now to consider longer term planning. The attached Strategy and Plan has been
developed taking into account the following:
 The outcomes of a PESTLE analysis to capture current and future issues which may
have a people management impact (the full PESTLE analysis document is set out as
Appendix A, but a high level summary appears in the Strategy);


Outcomes from recent HMIC PEEL inspections;



Initial consultation from a number of Chief Officers on areas of focus;



A gap analysis and assessment of priorities by the Director of HR;



Strategic priorities set out nationally in the Policing Vision 2025, and local priorities;



The backdrop of ongoing HR Transformation.

07 August 2017
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4.

Overview

4.1 The Strategy sets out 5 strategic themes:


Attract, Retain and Reward;



Leadership;



Developing and Supporting our People;



Transformation;



Organisational Effectiveness.

4.2

For each of these themes, a number of strategic objectives are defined which capture
where Chief Officers want BCH HR to get to over the next three years. A number of key
priorities are then described which set out how HR will progress towards achieving these
strategic aims. These key priorities have been integrated and embedded into team
delivery plans and individual PDRs for 2017/18.

4.3

The Strategy document also sets out information on HR Core Services and functional
areas covered by HR Senior Leadership Team members (feedback from customers
indicates that this has not hitherto been clear), together with a summary of the evolving
HR key performance indicators and the tri-force governance arrangements for people
issues.

5.

Implementation and review

5.1 The Strategy and Plan is now ready for publication and a communications plan is
underway. The Strategy and Plan will be reviewed once a quarter by the HR Senior
Leadership Team, with progress updates against the strategic objectives and priorities
submitted to BCH People Board.
6.

Recommendation

6.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source
BCH People Strategy and Plan
Documents
Contact
Officer

Rachel Wilkinson, BCH HR Director
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BCH HR STRATEGY AND PLAN PESTLE ANALYSIS

POLITICAL

The Introduction in April 2017 of the Apprentice Levy of 0.5% of the
pay bill which will equate to circa £1.3m for BCH and the 2.3%
public sector apprenticeship target set out in the 2016 Enterprise
Act.
The re-profiling of the workforce to address the terrorist threat.
The employment implications of the outcomes of the “Brexit”
negotiations are likely to include increased pressure on salaries due
to inflation, a re-shaping of the employment law framework and
changes to the employment market.
The new Policing and Crime Act (2017) places a high level duty to
collaborate upon all three emergency services in order to improve
efficiency or effectiveness.

APPENDIX A

ECONOMIC

Budget pressures have led to a reduced workforce but continued
demand for service is creating pressures in the workforce.
The BCH budget gap currently stands at £30m after the use of
reserves requiring continued changes to workforce numbers and
introducing new ways of working to deliver savings.
Reductions in the pensions annual and lifetime allowances may
impact in our ability to attract senior leaders.
Protection of police budgets over the medium term may generate
increased recruitment activity across the Forces.
Changes to police pension arrangements is leading to increased
voluntary resignations of officers mid-service and consequent loss
of skills.
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SOCIOLOGICAL

The labour market is highly competitive due to low unemployment levels, house prices that are well above the national average and fast
direct train routes into London. Specific staff groups such as ICT, Procurement and Occupational Health staff can be particularly difficult to
recruit and retain and attract market pay supplements.
The ethnic minority populations in Bedfordshire is approximately * 22.5%, Cambridgeshire is approximately 9.7% and Hertfordshire is
approximately 12.4%. However, such towns have a high percentage of the population from a minority ethnic background, namely Luton
circa 45.4%, Bedford circa £19.5% and Watford circa 28%.
* based on 2011 Census – representation of local population.
The CIPD highlights that nearly a third of organisations report and increase in stress-related absence over the past year and two-fifths a
rise in reported mental health problems. Both are considerably more common in the public sector.
“Baby boomers” (born pre 1965 the “live to work” generation) will retire in the next decade so workforce attitude and expectations will shift
to the “millennials” that will be more demanding about the use of technology, expect development opportunities and be able to progress,
look for work/life balance and fair reward & recognition.
There are a raft of initiatives in the College of Policing Leadership Review and Professional Development Programme that are likely to
impact on force culture, hierarchy, diversity, management and leadership and lateral development of the workforce. The professional
Education and Qualification Framework will transform entry routes into policing and requirements for promotion.
The NPCC is likely to sign up to the Blue Light Wellbeing Framework.
The HMIC PEEL Inspection 2017 will have a focus on wellbeing.
Turnover for members of the Special Constabulary remains high both locally and nationally.
The NPCC Policing Vision 2025 describes the transformation required for policing in respect of local policing, specialist capabilities,
workforce, digital policing and joined up business delivery.
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TECHNOLOGICAL

The cyber-crime threat will demand new
and different skills in the workforce.
The skills uplift or refresh with the
implementation of Athena will impact on
availability of officers and staff and have a
significant effect on the availability of L&D
resources in the Summer/Autumn.
The further development of Agile working
will offer benefits for efficiency and
productivity and must be rolled out with a
clear HR strategy to manage the people
issues e.g. Effective management of staff,
provision of suitable equipment to meet
DSE regulations.
The start of the implementation of the new
BCH HR IT systems offering self-service
capability, IT enabled streamlined
processes and improved management
information across all three forces.

LEGAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

Public sector employees will be required to
repay a tapering proportion of a “qualifying
exit payment” if they return to the public
sector within a period of 12 months under
regulations which came into force on 1 April
2016.

The benefits of agile working that can be
attractive for the workforce can also reduce
travel and CO2 emissions.

A cap on the total value of exit payments is
due to come into force. Voluntary
redundancy may be less attractive for some
staff and make change programmes more
adversarial, increase the level of
compulsory redundancies and increase the
risk of litigation.
The Trade Union Act 2016 is now in force
and reforms strike laws in Great Britain.
Public Sector organisations are required to
capture gender pay data from 2017 in
readiness for reporting in 2018.
The requirements of IR35 brings additional
challenges and complexity in sourcing
specialist skills externally.
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BCH PEOPLE STRATEGY AND PLAN
2017 - 2020

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the BCH People Strategy and Plan.
The Strategy and Plan set out where we want to get to over the next three years
against the following key themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Attract, Retain and Reward;
Leadership;
Developing and Supporting our People;
Transformation; &
Organisational Effectiveness.

Priority actions to help move us towards these strategic aims and objectives are
set out, and have been developed taking into account the context all three
forces are working in, current and future people management challenges.

Progress against the Plan and overarching strategic objectives will be monitored
quarterly by BCH People Board.

Rachel Wilkinson
BCH Director of HR

HOW TO CONTACT US:
The HR Service Team can be contacted on
01438 757777 (ext 7777).
Phone lines are open 0800hrs to 1700hrs
Monday to Friday or e-mail
HREnquiries@Herts.pnn.police.uk

HR SERVICE COMMITMENT AND VALUES
BCH PEOPLE STRATEGY
2017 - 2020

OUR VALUES:
Conduct our business with professionalism and integrity - we honour our commitments and
conduct business in a manner that upholds fairness, respect, honesty and trust.
Strive for excellence in all we do – we strive to provide an excellent service to all our
customers using our expertise to set realistic expectations and deliver consistent quality to
all.
Embrace change and innovation - we are open to possibility and foster innovation and
creativity to support continuous improvement.

Our Service Commitment
We will work in partnership to enable an effective, capable
and engaged workforce by providing professional expertise
and services.

Focus on our customers - we have a passion for service and are committed to supporting our
customers to help themselves and meet their needs.
Display reliability and consistency - we deliver what we promise, when we promise.

We will do this by:
• Understanding customer’s needs, setting realistic
expectations and doing a good job.



Conducting business professionally promoting recognised
standards and fairness.
Fostering innovation, creativity and taking a balanced
approach to risk.

Commit to a learning and developing culture - we are highly motivated and lead by example,
advocating continuous development and equitable treatment in our behaviors, policies, and
practices.
Celebrate Teamwork - we encourage the diversity of thought, experience, and background
and celebrate participation and partnership in all of our interactions .

CORE SERVICES
BCH HR SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM
FUNCTIONAL AREAS

Paula Waller &
Paula Kirkpatrick

Tamara Hanton &
Holly Gore

Resourcing & Workforce
Planning

Pay & Conditions / HR
Service Centre

Workforce Planning
& Management
Information

Pay & Conditions

Rachel Wilkinson
Director of HR

Mark Cook
Health & Wellbeing

Occupational Health

Sarah Knight

Jane Klaassen

Employee Relations

HR Change

HR Business Partners

BCH Collaboration

Amanda Rickwood
Learning &
Development

Assessment & QA
Crime Training

Resourcing

Service Centre

Health & Safety

Employee Relations
Policies & Guidance

Local Force Change

Driving School
Technology & Learning

Equality & Inclusion

Harmonisation of
Pay & T&C

Wellbeing

Employee Relations
Casework

Regional Change

Leadership
Development
Personal Safety
Training / Taser

Systems
Administration

Initial Training
Business Support

Talent Management
& Succession
Planning

CORE SERVICES

Jane Klaassen
Strategic Lead
HR Change

• Support to all the various local and
regional Business Change programmes
from the HR perspective.
• HR Change lead for BCH Collaboration.
• Support through consultation
processes, redeployment and
redundancy.
• HR Change support for partnership
working, including the Seven Force
Collaboration programme and wider
blue light collaboration

Amanda
Rickwood
Strategic Lead
Learning and
Development

• All training developed and delivered in
classroom on formal duty and on-line
and associated administration and
budget.
• Driving school.
• Personal safety training,
• Assessment for Professional
Development for Regulars and
Specials.
• Crime Training.
• Leadership.

Sarah Knight

Mark Cook

Strategic Lead
Employee
Relations

Strategic Lead
Health and
Wellbeing

• Management of the HR Business
Partners who work with Commanders
and Heads of Departments to support
ER matters and workforce planning.
There is an HRBP assigned to each
function.
• Management of the HR Managers and
Advisers to provide advice on HR
policy, legislation to the business units
on an ad hoc basis and during case
work. Advisers are accessed through
the HR Service Centre.

• The core function of the unit is to mitigate
health risks to individuals, provide the
organisation with specialist advice and
ensure compliance with relevant
legislation.
• Provision of specialist support from
suitably qualified experts, and the
provision of on-line advice and signposting
to help managers and employees access
support and relevant information at all
times.
• The three core services are occupational
health, health and safety and wellbeing,
delivered from two hubs (northern hub at
Sandy and southern hub at Welwyn
Garden City).
• In addition, the Strategic Lead is engaged
in workforce wellbeing programmes
aimed at improving wellbeing and
maximise attendance at work. These are
implemented throughout the three forces
via the BCH Engagement and Wellbeing
Board.

CORE SERVICES

Paula Waller

Paula Kirkpatrick

Strategic Lead
Resourcing and
Workforce
Planning
(Job Share)

Strategic Lead
Resourcing and
Workforce
Planning
(Job Share)

• Lead on all recruitment, particular interest in the bulk recruitment for PCSOs, Regulars,
Detention Officers, and Investigators.
• Promotions processes for Police Officers.
• Talent Management.
• College of Policing Leadership Review.
• Continuous Professional Development.
• Higher Level Apprenticeships.
• ARC (Assessment and Recognition of Competence).
• Equality and Diversity / Positive Action in recruitment and retention.
• Police Now.
• Graduate entry and Fast Track and Direct Entry.
• Systems administration and management information on establishment and resource
planning.

•
•
•
•
•

Tamara Hanton

Holly Gore

Strategic Lead
Pay and
Conditions and
HR Service
Centre
(Job Share)

Strategic Lead
Pay and
Conditions and
HR Service
Centre
(Job Share)

Leading on the Harmonisation of Terms and Conditions project.
Account managers for Northgate the Herts payroll provider.
Internet Communications.
Changes to Police Officer Pensions and Winsor Review.
Polices such as Honorarium, Market Plussage, pay Scales, Hay Evaluations, Out of Force
Allowance, Cycle to Work Scheme
• Police Staff Handbook
• HR Service Centre Management and development

HR BUSINESS PARTNERS

Emily
Alleyne

Bedfordshire:
• Bedfordshire Senior Command
Team
• Bedfordshire Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner
Collaborated BCH:
• Custody and CJ
• FCR

Louise
Bareford

Bedfordshire &

Collaborated BCH:
Hertfordshire:
•
Procurement
• Corp Services •
PSD
• Corporate
•
Change
Comms
Portfolio
• Estates &
Office
Facilities
•
HR
• Legal
•
IMD
• Finance
• Fleet
Bedfordshire
Hertfordshire
• Local Policing •
Exec Support
• Crime & PPU
• Intelligence

Hayley
Watson

Cambridgeshire:
• ACPO
• Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner
• Local Policing
• Investigations/Crime
• Corp Services
• Corporate Comms
• Estates & Facilities
• Finance
• Fleet

Kathryn
Frisby

Collaborated BCH Joint Protective
Services:
• Roads Policing Unit
• Armed Policing Unit
• Dog Unit
• Civil Contingencies
• Operational Planning and
Support Unit
• Cameras Tickets and Collisions
• Major Crime Unit
• Scientific Services Unit

Michelle
Quinn

Hertfordshire:
• Executive Team
• Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner
• Local Policing
• Serious Crime
• Safeguarding
• Crime Reduction and Community
Safety
Collaborated BCH:
• ERSOU, CT & ROCU (incl. CT DE)

Collaborated BCH:
• ICT

The HR Business Partners (HRBPs) work alongside Senior Managers within their assigned portfolio to help them in delivering against the strategic BCH HR People Plan. They have an in depth
knowledge of their areas of business and its people issues through HR management information, relevant meeting attendance and building relations with Senior Managers. They facilitate
strong links between the business and the HR Strategic Leads to ensure that HR interventions add value and are accountable.
The HRBP’s approach is consultative, business focused, based on constructive challenge and outward thinking, which will often result in interventions such as change management, process
review and targeted initiatives such as line management upskill. HRBP’s also keep up-to-date with employment law, HR good practice and other people related skills such coaching and
organisational development. They have an internal HR role in supporting HR’s 6 functional areas e.g. advising on complex employee relations casework or assisting with job design for
evaluation.

HR PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK: HEALTH AND WELL BEING
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

TARGET

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

TARGET

Pathway decision provided, following management referral,
within two working days of receipt.

90%

Fit slips sent to appropriate recipient within three working days of
appointments.

95%

Appointment offered to employee, following management
referral, within two working days of the pathway decision
being made.

90%

Psychological screening questionnaires assessed and responded to
within five working days of receipt.

95%

Management referral reports provided to line management,
HR etc within three working days of OH appointment
(subject to receipt of consent from employee to release).

95%

Customer satisfaction with OHU service/advice as reported in six
month staff surveys.

90%

Written complaints acknowledged within two working days
of receipt.

95%

Incidents that meet the RIDDOR criteria are reported to HSE in
accordance with HSE reporting requirements.

100%

Substantive reply to written complaints sent to complainant
within 15 working days of receipt (excludes external
contracted specialists who have separate complaints
procedures).

90%

TRiM referrals to OHU offered an assessment appointment within
five working days of referral.

90%

Queries from employees regarding BBV exposure responded
to with 24 hours by appropriate OHU specialist.

95%

The waiting time for appointment following management referral
to not exceed: FMA – 3 weeks. Wellbeing Advisor – 2 weeks for
treatment/review and 3 weeks for new referrals. OHAs – 2 weeks.
Screening – 2 weeks. Psychologist – 6 weeks.

90%

Health questionnaires for recruitment screened and triaged
within three working days.

95%

HR PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK: HR SERVICE CENTRE AND RESOURCING

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

TARGET

Calls to the Service Centre answered (when made during office hours)

90%

Calls to the Service Centre answered within 10 seconds (when made during office hours)

85%

Feedback received by Service Centre via CRM to be satisfactory / positive

90%

Target number of Officer, PSCO and Specials recruits are achieved for each intake as per the BCH workforce
plan

100%

Key Performance Indicators for other functional areas within HR are currently under development. The introduction of the
suite of new HR systems in future will facilitate the capture of performance data and help us to extend our range of KPIs.
Performance against KPIs is regularly reviewed by HR Senior Leadership Team, and reported to appropriate tri-force
governance groups once a quarter.

TRI-FORCE GOVERNANCE
Tri-force governance arrangements which are aligned across the three forces are in place to manage BCH HR business. This tri-force
governance structure is set out below. These Boards deal with the introduction of new initiatives, approval of policies and procedures, the
management of risk and prioritisation of activities.

JCOB

BCH People Board
DCC Alan Baldwin

BCH Representative
Workforce
CFO Phil Wells

BCH Health & Safety
Board
DCC Mike Colbourne

BCH L&D Board

BCH Resourcing Board

ACC Dan Vajzovic

Dir of HR
Rachel Wilkinson

BCH Engagement &
Well Being
DCC Michelle Dunn

STRATEGIC CONTEXT AND ENVIRONMENT SCANNING
The BCH People Strategy has been shaped in response to the complex and changing environment all three forces are operating in, and to support our strategic
priorities.
National Policing Vision 2025
The BCH People Strategy supports the ‘workforce’ strand of the Policing Vision, which
sets out that ‘By 2025 policing will be a profession with a representative workforce
that will align the right skills, powers and experience to meet challenging
requirements’.

Police and Crime Plans

The BCH People Strategy includes deliverables in support of this strand around
leadership, diversity, our employment model, skills and continuous professional
development.

Cambridgeshire

College of Policing
The recommendation of the Leadership Review and the Professional Development
Programme will transform entry routes to policing, embed continuous professional
development and performance management, and increasingly professionalise the
service.

The BCH People Strategy will support the Police and Crime plans and key
workforce priorities set by the Police and Crime Commissioners in all
three forces, which include:

Investing in and supporting the development of officers, police staff and
volunteers to perform their role effectively.
Bedfordshire
Supporting Project Boost the Frontline by supporting a reduction in
sickness levels and management of restrictions to duties.

HR Transformation
Hertfordshire
Transformation of the BCH HR function will continue with the introduction of enabling
technology such as ABLE ERP, the Customer Relationship Management system and
Supporting the growth of the Special Constabulary
‘Learning Pool’ – our digital learning solution which will transform the delivery of
training and development.
This transformation will involve strengthening the availability of quality and intuitive
self-service HR information.

HIGH LEVEL PESTLE ANALYSIS
POLITICAL

ECONOMIC

SOCIOLOGICAL

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Apprenticeship Levy.
Employment implications of Brexit.
Policing and Crime Act and increased ‘Blue
Light’ Collaboration.
2017 General Election.

•

Reduced resources versus increased demand.
BCH budget gap of £35m.
Reductions in pension annual and lifetime
allowances.
Changes to Police pension arrangements and
subsequent changes to turnover profile.

•
•

•
•
•

Highly competitive labour market for some
roles.
Ethnic minority profile of our communities.
Increase in stress-related absence in our
workforce.
Blue Light well being framework.
College of Policing Leadership Review and
PEQF.
High turnover for Specials locally and
nationally.

TECHNOLOGICAL

LEGAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Athena
Increased Agile working.
Increased Cyber Crime threat.
Delivery of BCH HR Systems.

•
•

Restrictions on Public Sector Exit payments.
Reforms to strike Laws under the Trade Union
Act 2016.
Requirements to public Gender Pay Data.
IR35.

Reduced travel and co2 emissions due to
increased Agile working.

HR STRATEGIC THEMES 2017-2020 : ATTRACT,
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
What does good look like?
Recruitment, selection and
promotion for all officers and
staff is values based and
aligned to organisational
needs.
BCH understand what skills
are needed to meet demand

RETAIN AND REWARD
OUR PRIORITIES
Embed the Competency Values Framework into recruitment and promotion processes for
Officer and Staff.
Deliver the agreed workforce plan for officers, Specials, PCSOs, CDOs and FCR.
Work in partnership with the Special Constabularies in each force to develop attraction and
retention strategies.
Develop a modern and fit-for-purpose pay and reward strategy with harmonisation achieved
within agreed strategic parameters.

and are able to attract and retain the right skills and talent.

Support the development of greater diversity of entry routes into policing including Police
Now and Direct Entry and Citizens in Policing.

The recruitment experience is professional, timely, efficient
and candidate friendly.

Establish effective management information around exit data, and develop strategies to
address retention issues.

Our workforce represents the communities it serves.

Develop a three year workforce plan including skills and succession planning data

Excellent performance is recognised.
Levels of employee engagement are consistently high.

Progress initiatives to improve diversity of our recruits from all under-represented groups.
Align recruitment policy and practice for recruitment of Police Officers and Specials.

Deliver a modernised and user friendly e-recruitment system.
Work with the business to develop and implement effective strategies for keeping pace with
demand for detective skills.
Contribute to the implementation of action plans arising from the Durham University staff
engagement survey.

HR STRATEGIC THEMES 2017-2020:

LEADERSHIP

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
What does good look like?

OUR PRIORITIES
Repeat the Leadership Capability Assessment on an annual basis to measure progress.

We understand current and
future skills requirements for
BCH leaders and are on
course to meet these
requirements
Our leaders are confident
and capable in relation to
people management issues.

In response to the Leadership Capability Assessment develop a costed action plan to address
development areas.
Work with the College of Policing to progress key elements of the Leadership Review and the
BCH response to this.
Review and embed learning from tri-force promotion processes.

We know where our future leadership potential lies in each
organisation and are nurturing and developing this potential.

Monitor and promote diversity in leadership teams, and progress the diversity in promotion
action plan.

Our leadership teams are diverse in terms of skills,
experience and background.

Continue to develop and deliver leadership development courses for 1st and 2nd line
managers and align this to the BCH promotion processes.

Leaders and aspiring leaders seek feedback, manage their
own continuous professional development and know where
to find support with their leadership development.

Roll out the upskilling programme for line managers, and develop proposals for future
proofing this provision.

Leaders and aspiring leaders have confidence in the validity
and integrity of BCH promotion processes.

Launch a set of streamlined and user friendly key employment policies and supporting
management toolkits.
Further develop coaching and mentoring skills for managers.

HR STRATEGIC THEMES 2017-2020: DEVELOPING AND SUPPORTING OUR PEOPLE
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
What does good look like?
Officers and staff across BCH
are equipped to carry out their
roles competently and
confidently in a timely manner.
Our workforce take
responsibility for their own
learning and development
and continuous professional development.
A coaching culture exists and our people routinely learn from
one another.

Our workforce have access to essential learning for their roles
at the right time and the right place to meet their needs.
Learning solutions are modern, customer focused and
minimise abstractions from operational policing by making
best use of technology and self-service.
Our workforce have timely access to appropriate wellbeing
support and have the resilience to deal with complexity and
change and the demands of modern day policing.
Talent Management support is inclusive and recognises
specialist skills and lateral development as well as leadership
and promotion potential.

OUR PRIORITIES
Encourage all Officers and Staff to undertake Continuous Professional Development.
Identify the most critical succession planning risks and develop plans to address.
Develop models for managers to use to identify talent.
Ensure that line managers are equipped to undertake assessment of competence .
Develop the BCH strategic response to the Apprenticeship Levy and implement.
Develop and embed a new PDR process to ensure that all staff have a quality PDR within
identified timescales, and consider quality control mechanisms.
Engage with the College of Policing’s Police Education Qualifications Framework (PEQF) work
to develop future proof BCH plans to professionalise our workforce.
Develop the skills identified as a priority in the Learning Needs Assessment, and review how
we capture skills across the workforce
Work towards a model that enables business Subject Matter Experts to develop their own
training products for timely release and cascade.
Continue to develop digital learning products and explore alternatives to classroom based
training in line with our digital learning strategy.
Support and actively contribute to the operational policing governance groups that have
been established (Clinical Governance, Driver Standards, PIP etc).
Develop and promote mechanisms to improve and support wellbeing, in particular those for
people in roles assessed as high or medium risk with regard to impact on psychological
health. Review overall provision of Occupational Health Services.

HR STRATEGIC THEMES 2017-2020: TRANSFORMATION
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
What does good look like?

OUR PRIORITIES
Contribute to achieving a cultural shift towards greater self-service and acceptance of people
management responsibilities by line management.

Managers and the wider
workforce access HR services
and policies through clear,
simple and well-established
self-service routes

The link between culture change and transformation is
acknowledged and understood, and leaders across BCH feel
equipped to influence and manage both.
BCH HR offers a modern, efficient and fit for purpose HR
service which is technology enabled and aligned to agreed
customer expectations.
Opportunities for BCH HR to share learning and resources with
a wide range of partners are mapped and utilised

Enhance opportunities for self-service regarding access to HR support and information.
Explore other opportunities for collaborative working and for partnership working which can
be established and formalised through formal agreements.
Continue to support the delivery of the seven force collaboration programme and contribute
to the requirements for technical advice to the Regional Collaboration HR Expert Group.
Deliver the new IT capability to support effective HR service delivery and support the HR
Transformation Programme (ABLE, Customer Relationship Management, Digital Learning
System, Occupational Health and e-recruitment).
Expand leadership development opportunities to address the need to strengthen leadership
skills in achieving transformation through culture change.

HR STRATEGIC THEMES 2017-2020: ORGANISATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
What does good look like?

OUR PRIORITIES
Develop and deliver an implementation plan for introduction of Limited Duties

People Management issues are
managed effectively and
efficiently and aligned to
employment law and other
statutory obligations. People
Management issues are
managed effectively and
Effective and deployable strength
for officers
maximised
efficiently
andisaligned
to for
all three forces, and abstractionsstatutory
are minimised
obligations (or
employment leg)
BCH compares well with other similar forces in respect of
levels of sickness absence and Adjusted Duties.
Employment arrangements for collaborated units are efficient
and effective
A culture of organisational learning exists in relation to
employment issues, and lessons learned are swiftly
assimilated and embedded
An efficient and effective infrastructure is in place to manage
and discharge statutory obligations in respect of Health and
Safety and employment

Review tri-force governance regarding scrutiny of sickness absence and officers on limited
duties.
Review the current employment model in place for collaborated units and scope alternative
solutions.
Review the Establishment and Resourcing principles for collaborated units.
Implement the BCH Digital Learning Strategy to deliver cost effective learning and
development and contribute to the reduction in training abstractions.
Develop mechanisms and governance to capture and embed organisational learning from
employment issues.
Ensure that the Senior Responsible Persons’ and SPOCs model is maintained in order to
provide day-to-day health and safety support across the three force estate
Develop and deliver a plan to gain assurance on timeliness and reporting on mandatory
training and Job Related Fitness Tests
Ensure that employee relations cases that detract from core policing and impact on
organisational effectiveness are dealt with promptly and efficiently by managers
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THE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S YOUTH FUND – A NEW APPROACH
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) on the
terms of Operation of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (the “Commissioner’s) new Youth
& Community Fund.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is invited to note the Commissioner’s decision and the operation of the new fund.

3.

Background

3.1

A paper was presented to this Board at the March 14, 2017 meeting outlining the
Commissioner’s intention to create a new “Youth and Community Fund”.

3.2

The fund has been set up to enable a wider range of community groups to access small
amounts of money to contribute to reducing crime and disorder. This fund will focus on
achieving objectives set out in the Police and Crime plan for 2017-20, with an emphasis on
diverting young people from criminal activity and anti-social behaviour.

4.

Proposed new arrangements

4.1

The full operation of the fund is set out in the Terms of Operation – See appendix 1.

4.2

The key objectives of the fund are to:


Support preventative work and early intervention approaches to divert young people
and adults away from offending and re-offending;



Build relationships with young people in the community and improve engagement
between young people and Cambridgeshire Constabulary;
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Promote the involvement of young people in policing through active participation
aimed at building better understanding of the needs of young people;



Work to reduce the vulnerability of young people and lessen the chance of them
becoming a victim of crime.

4.3

Applicants will be able to bid for amounts up to £1,000 for projects that support these key
objectives, which must be spent within 12 months of being awarded.

4.4

Decisions on funding will be made by the Commissioner after consultation with local partners.
Decision meetings will usually occur quarterly, however they may initially occur more
frequently as the fund is being launched part way through the financial year. This should allow
more groups to make applications to the fund.

5.0

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is invited to note the Commissioner’s decision and the operation of the new fund.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s)

BCB paper 14th March 2017 Agenda Item 11.0
PCC’s Youth and Community Fund –Terms of Reference
PCC’s Youth and Community Fund –Application form

Contact Officer(s)

Alasdair Baker, Partnerships and Communities Officer, Cambs OPCC
T: 01480 42 5815 E: Alasdair.baker@cambs.pnn.police.uk
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Youth
and Community Fund
This document should be read in conjunction with the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Youth and Community Fund Terms of Operation. Before starting
this application please check that your project meets the outlined requirements set out in the Terms
of Operation.
If you have any questions about the application form or need any further guidance, please:



Call 0300 333 3456 and ask to speak with Alasdair Baker
Email Cambs-pcc@cambs.pnn.police.uk marked for the attention of Alasdair Baker

Applicant Details
Organisation name:
Organisation type: (voluntary / community, school, responsible authority)
Organisation website:
Name of person completing the application:
Telephone:
Email:
Organisation main registered address including postcode:
Cambridgeshire Constabulary Sponsor: (please include name and collar number)
Telephone:
Email:

Project Details
Project name:
Total amount applied for:
Which of the four key objectives does your project aim to address?
What activities do you want us to fund? (in no more than 500 words)
Be specific about what you will do, how you will do it and what you would spend the grant on.

Why is your project needed (in no more than 200 words)
Please provide and evidence you have. This could include organising a meeting for people
interested in your project, keeping a waiting list of people who want to get involved, researching
statistics about people who would benefit, seeing how your project links into other local strategies.

What are the key outcomes of the planned activities and how will you measure these? (in no more
than 200 words)

APPLICATION FORM

Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Youth
and Community Fund

Breakdown of costs
Item or activity

Total cost (£)

Total costs

Along with this application please, provide a copy of:




Any safeguarding policies your organisation has in place
Public liability insurance (if appropriate)
Any other supporting documents

APPLICATION FORM

Amount requested from the
PCC Youth and Community
Fund (£)

Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Youth and
Community Fund
TERMS OF OPERATION

1.

Introduction

1.1

The Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough (“the Commissioner”) will
manage the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Youth and Community Fund (the “Fund”), using
monies from the Police Property Act Fund.

1.2

The Police Property Act Fund is made up of monies received by the police from the sale of found
property and from property confiscated by order of court and then sold.

1.3

The Fund is a mechanism for the Commissioner to re-distribute money to positive causes that will
benefit young people and communities in line with the shared outcomes and objectives outlined in
the Police and Crime Plan for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 2017-20.

1.4

The value of the Fund will be determined ahead of the start of each financial year, factoring in
available resources at the time.

2.

Role and Purpose

2.1

The overall role and purpose of the Fund is to support youth and community groups to deliver
activities to meet the objectives set below:

2.2



Support preventative work and early intervention approaches to divert young people and adults
away from offending and re-offending;



Build relationships with young people in the community and improve engagement between
young people and Cambridgeshire Constabulary;



Promote the involvement of young people in Policing through active participation aimed at
building better understanding of the needs of young people;



Work to reduce the vulnerability of young people and lessen the chance of them becoming a
victim of crime.

Applicants will be required to specify which objective their proposed work will meet and the
expected outcomes. Applicants will be required to complete simple monitoring forms to
demonstrate how they have achieved the outcomes and objectives. The monitoring form will list
outputs, outcomes, a written summary, a case study and photographs where appropriate.

3.

Operation of the fund

3.1

Priority will be given to voluntary and community organisations who apply to the fund. All voluntary
or community organisations making an application must have a written governing document and at
least three unrelated people on their board / committee / governing body.

3.2

Consideration will also be given to applications from schools or partners organisations.

3.3

All applications should be supported by Cambridgeshire Constabulary, this could be through a police
officer or a member of police staff.

3.4

Applicants will be able to apply for grants up to the value of £1000, and will not be funded more
than once for an individual project.

3.5

The Fund can be used to cover capital and revenue costs, however where revenue costs are listed,
the Commissioner will seek assurance on the viability of the scheme after the initial funding has
been used.

3.6

The Fund cannot be used to:




Promote political or religious activities;
Fund activities previously covered by Local Authorities or other responsible authorities;
Support recipients outside of Cambridgeshire or Peterborough.

3.7

Applicants who receive funding must use it within 12 months of receipt of the monies. If funding is
not spent after this time, applicants will be required to give an update to the Commissioner, who
may choose to extend the time available to spend the funding, or may ask for funding to be
returned.

3.8

As the Fund is focused on supporting young people, all applicants will be required to as a minimum:
 Have safeguarding policies in place that are appropriate to the organisations work and the
activities funding is being sought for;
 Review these policies at least every year;
 Complete a rigorous recruitment and selection process for staff and volunteers who work with
children, young people or vulnerable adults, including checking criminal records and taking up
references;
 Check criminal records at least every three years;
 Follow statutory or best practice guidance on appropriate ratios of staff or volunteers to
children, young people or vulnerable adults;
 Provide child protection and health and safety training or guidance for staff and volunteers;
 Carry out risk assessments of activities undertaken as part of their project;
 Secure additional insurance cover if appropriate.

3.9

Applicants will be able to submit an application at any point throughout the year by returning a
completed application form to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC).

3.10

The Commissioner will usually consider applications on a quarterly basis. Quarterly deadlines for
applications will be determined at the beginning of the funding period. A quarterly decision meeting

will be scheduled to take place shortly after each application deadline. Forms submitted after the
quarterly deadline will considered for submission at the following decision meeting.
3.11

Applications will be checked for eligibility against the criteria set out in this document. Eligible
applications will be taken to a decision meeting.

3.12

Eligible applicants will then be informed of the date of the decision meeting.

3.13

Decisions on funding will be made by the Commissioner, or any individual whom the Commissioner
delegates this responsibility to on their behalf. The Commissioner will consult with local partners to
help inform their decision.

3.14

Following the decision meeting, applicants will be informed if they are successful or unsuccessful.

3.15

Successful applicants will be contacted with a decision notice and a grant agreement. Payment
information will then be requested from the applicant.

3.16

Unsuccessful applicants will be contacted with a decision notice, given feedback on their
applications and invited to re-submit an application for the next decision meeting.

4.

Amendment and review of Terms of Reference

4.1

The Commissioner will review its Terms of Reference annually.

4.2

Where an issue arises that is not referenced in the Terms of Operation, the Commissioner will
decide on a resolution, and the Terms of Operation will be amended, accordingly.
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COVERT HUMAN INTELLIGENCE SOURCES – SECTION 22A AGREEMENT
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
on the collaboration agreement for Covert Human Intelligence Sources (CHIS). The
CHIS collaboration agreement provides a statutory basis for the police function of
authorising CHIS.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the signing of the CHIS Section 22A Agreement
under the Police Act 1996 (as amended).

2.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notices
to sign the S22A Agreement to approve the Section 22A Agreement for the
collaboration of police function of authorising CHIS.

3.

Background

3.1

RIPA, the 2010 Order, the 2013 Order and the CHIS Code of Practice incorporate a
number of safeguards which include a requirement that authorisations are only
granted by an Authorising Officer of designated rank. RIPA incorporates restrictions
regarding the applicant and Authorising Officer being from the same force.

3.2

The Parties believe that the management of CHIS can be more efficiently and
effectively discharged through the co-operation and collaboration of the police forces
involved. It is believed that such cooperation and collaboration is enhanced by utilising
the arrangements permissible under section 22A of the PA96.
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3.3

The Chief Officers and the Policing Bodies have agreed to collaborate with each other
in the manner anticipated by section 29 (2A) of RIPA in order to discharge the functions
of members of a police force more effectively and efficiently in accordance with section
22A of the PA96.

3.4

The original draft agreement was circulated in January 2017, which had been approved
as lawful and effective by an “A Panel Counsel”. Over 30 police forces and authorities
promptly signed the agreement but several forces sought changes. Following this,
meetings took place and two further drafts were created to take requested changes
into account. As a result of these changes a further draft has been circulated which
arises from careful consideration of the proposals which forces have put forward

4.

Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996

4.1

A Section 22A Agreement enables police forces and local policing bodies as defined in
the Police Act 1996 (as amended) and other parties to make an agreement about the
discharge of functions by officers and staff where it is in the interests of the efficiency
or effectiveness of their own and other police force areas.

4.2.

Hertfordshire Constabulary legal department have reviewed the amended CHIS
Section 22 A Agreement and consider the agreement is lawful and fit for purpose.

4.3

Comments have been requested on the final draft of the Agreement and only
substantive amendments will be included. On 11 September 2017 Charter (the new
CT national CHIS database) will be going live and this agreement is integral to that
process.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the signing of the CHIS Section 22A Agreement
under the Police Act 1996 (as amended).

5.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notices
to sign the S22A Agreement to approve the Section 22A Agreement for the
collaboration of police function of authorising CHIS

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Documents
Contact Officers
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